
Applying Pressure in Defence 
 
“Offense wins games, defence wins championships”. Unknown. 
 
Statistically Defence is a key performance indicator for winning major titles. In 2015 the 
New Zealand All Blacks were World Cup champions after conceding the least points 
throughout the tournament. In the same year the Irish were Six Nations champions after 
once again conceding the least amount of points. More broadly statistics from the 2017 
Super Rugby Championship indicated no direct correlation between turnovers and penalties 
conceded, and points scored against. However, there was a direct correlation between 
tackle percentage completed, and points against. So how can we use this information to 
inform defence systems in the modern game? 
 
Defence, often referred to as Attack without the ball, has been heavily influenced in the 
modern game by the game of 7s and law changes. The ability of players to understand the 
laws of the game is vital to build pressure and generate turnover. Coaches are forever 
perfecting the essential components of a defensive system in an effort to combat the ever-
changing landscape of attack. The ability of a team to prevent a team scoring, but more 
broadly effectively extinguish the attack and apply pressure to force an error or generate 
turnover is the ultimate goal of any defensive system. In the following paper I will discuss 
the vital components that make up a defensive system and assess their effectiveness in 
creating conditions that appliy pressure and generate turnover. I will also discuss the use of 
different systems in the modern game.  
 
The essential components of a Defensive system: 

1. Behaviours  
2. Tackle technique 
3. Resilience  
4. Conditioning 
5. Roles. 

 
The main defence systems: 

1. On feet defence 
2. Contest the breakdown 
3. Taking space. 

 
Behaviours 
All systems have their foundation in the defensive behaviours of the individual players. It is 
vital that all players are capable of making a one on one tackle. The ability of an individual to 
effectively tackle an opponent and minimise their post contact metres is paramount if a 
system is to work effectively to apply pressure and generate turnover. Any time spent 
perfecting an effect low tackle that brings and ball carrier to ground is essential. Teaching 
players the process of tracking, lowering body height, hitting with their shoulder, punching 
with their arms and chasing  feet cannot be underestimated. This skill should be constantly 
revisited each week as a foundation skill. This skill can only be improved through correct 
technique repetition and physical endurance. A player must be able to consistently 
administer an effective low tackle which brings an opponent to ground with minimal effort, 
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and allows the tackler to reload back to their feet within 2 seconds. The repetitive nature of 
this type of skill development and the requirement of the second effort under fatigue, will 
also build mental resilience and physical conditioning.  
 
The success of a teams defence requires all players to commit and display the appropriate 
behaviours. This is an attitude adopted by all players to be aggressive, perform a low 
effective tackle and reload back into the system by way of a second effort under fatigue as 
soon as possible. Any player who does not demonstrate these behaviours degrades team 
culture and cohesion. Behaviours are an essential component of a successful defence.  
 
Tackle Technique 
The core skill of defence is the tackle. And it is an individual skill that can and should be 
constantly refined at training to ensure its accuracy. The tackle consists of: 

• Take space and track the ball carrier 
• Low body height, shorten feet and lead with the shoulder 
• Punch arms, wrap and keep eyes on target with the lead foot as close to the ball 

carrier as possible 
• Chase feet and bring ball carrier to the ground 
• Roll away and reload within 2 seconds back into the system.  

 
Resilience  
Rugby is a game like no other, and the mental resilience to put ones body on the line to 
carry out an effective and efficient tackle must be developed within the individual and team 
context. Resilience in Defence is an individual responsibility to be accurate in the tackle, 
tackle assist and then reload back into the system. 
 
The military builds resilience in its soldiers by taking them out of their comfort zone and 
pushing them to their limits. Rugby teams spend a lot of time on the rugby field, and would 
probably benefit from spending a larger portion of their time off field getting to know each 
other and being uncomfortable. The quickest way to bring a team together, is for players to 
share hardship together. Having coached defence players for a number of years, the players 
worked harder with no complaint and came together very quickly as a team. They naturally 
have a never say die attitude, they will chase everything and never stop competing. In 2017 I 
took the ADF mens 7s team to the Australian championships and we finished 3rd in Australia. 
Apart from being well drilled, another strong trait of defence force members – we won a 
number of games purely on our mental and physical resilience. We wanted it more and 
were willing to do the hard work to get there.  
 
Conditioning  
The importance of condition in a defence system cannot be under estimated. The ability for 
players to conduct an effective tackle then reload back into the defensive system and 
carryout consecutive tackles is an essential part of rugby. In order to perform consistent 
accurate tackles players need to be appropriately conditioned. Modern defence systems 
that require line speed and physicality demand a lot of players and their individual fitness. 
However, it is worth mentioning that a good defensive coach will build conditioning into his 
session. Simple repeat effort one on one tackles is an effective way to condition for repeat 
efforts and working under fatigue. Adding a resistance band amplifies the effort and adds an 
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unpredictable dimension which increases the demands physical demands to maintain 
accuracy.  
 
Roles  
Players must understand and know their role in the tackle, as a tackle assist in the ruck area 
and within the overall system being employed. Often more than one system is employed 
depending on position on the field. For example, a team may choose to contest the 
breakdown in the oppositions half as the risk of giving away a penalty is worth it to generate 
turnover. They may then play on feet defence in their half to maximise the defenders 
available and negate any risk of penalty in their own half. It is critical that each player knows 
their role, then execute accordingly.  
 
Other factors 
 
7s influence 
The game of 7s has drastically changed the landscape and importance of a one on one 
tackle. Sevens has largely developed how we coach players to track, connect and make 
defensive decisions within the system. The development of all players ability to carry, find 
their front when landing and reset, has meant that defending teams lose more players to 
ensure an effective tackle is completed and the team in possession has to change their point 
of attack. The single greatest weakness of any defensive system, is multiple phases at any 
given point. This requires defending teams to continually fold and reset their pilar post 
defenders.  
 
Laws of the game 
Any advantage of the defence team is restricted by the laws of the game, and as each law 
variation is implemented it is for the benefit of the attacking team and the viewing pleasure 
of the fans. Reimplementing the requirement of all players to enter the ruck through their 
teams gate, including the tackler greatly favours the attacking team and creates more 
opportunity to recycle possession.  
 
Systems  
On feet defence  
In more recent times the theory of ‘on feet defence’ has become very popular with teams 
looking to generate quick linespeed and pressure the attack by cutting down time and 
space. The premise of this type of defensive system is to have as many defenders available 
to make the required tackle at any given time. This means that no one commits to the 
breakdown so the onus is on the individual tacklers to utilise linespeed to cut down and 
space of the attacking team, and apply pressure in an effort to force an error. It relies 
heavily on players completing their tackles to be effective. The theory behind this system 
lends itself to the data from the 2017 Super Rugby Championship which showed no 
correlation between ruck turnovers and points scored. Another key consideration with an 
‘off feet defence’ system, is that by not contesting the breakdown it creates a more positive 
relationship with the referee who doesn’t have to assess the ruck. Psychologically it can help 
a team gain favour with the referee due to being clean in the breakdown and allowing the 
game to flow more freely. This has the potential subconsciously to swing momentum to the 
defending team.  
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Contest the breakdown  
The importance of the tackle assist is large dependent on the system employed, but it is 
necessary to slow the speed of the attack. Quick ball for the attack leads to teams having to 
continually fold and retire, and players to make individual decisions of what roles and 
positions to back fill as the attack shifts the ball looking for space. Tackle assist however can 
generate turnover in a number of ways. A team employing a low chop tackle is very 
effective in stopping the forward movement of the attack, but it falls short of effectively 
slowing the ball down. For an opportunity to generate turnover the tackle assist must be 
quick enough to beat the attack support to the breakdown and then be technically strong 
enough to get hands on ball and survive the initial cleanout.  
 
Another approach for a tackle assist is to ‘catch’ the ball carrier as the low chop is made. 
This gives the tackle assist control over the ball carrier and renders his ability to perform 
groundwork ineffective. ‘Catching’ the ball carrier shifts momentum from attack to defence, 
and also requires the attacking team to put in extra players to regain the initiative and 
control of the ball carrier. This approach creates opportunity to slow the attack breakdown, 
and if conducted accurately allows the defending team space and time to generate 
turnover. If we use rugby league as an example they put a stronger emphasis on wrapping 
up the ball carrier and ball to prevent any opportunity to offload and play away, and then 
employ the low chop to finish the tackle.  
 
If we look to reverse engineer this approach, it may provide a more efficient method to 
achieve a number of outcomes for the defence; slowing the ball at the breakdown, 
opportunity to take space, opportunity to generate turnover and create time for the initial 
low chop tackler to resume their position in the defensive system. However, the danger of 
post contact metres exist if not completed in a timely manner.  
 
Taking Space 
Taking space as a defensive system is very physically demanding for players. However, if 
executed correctly creates a lot of opportunity to generate turnover. I would only 
recommend attempting to employ this system with a very well conditioned and drilled 
team. It requires a lot of commitment, which if not executed well can have detrimental 
effects on the defending team. Taking space requires three in the breakdown which is a lot 
to lose in the modern game of rugby. A default requirement of two in two fold is the general 
accepted standard. Taking space relies on a dominate tackle being made, which allows the 
tackle assist to gain the initiative and take space past the ball. However, dominate tackles 
are less prevalent in the modern game and thus puts pressure on the success of this system.  
 
Summary  
Defence will win teams championships, if they can accurately and efficiently complete their 
tackles. By focusing on behaviours, technique, resilience, conditioning and the roles of 
players a very successful defensive system can be implemented. There is no defensive 
system that is better than any other, it all depends on your players, their skill level and their 
willingness to buy into the system.  
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The ability of a team to score points is always a focus of coaches, but a teams ability to deny 
the opposition points through physicality and behaviours lends itself to a positive culture 
and group of individuals willing to work for the team.  
 
Offence wins games, Defence wins championships.  


